
CSC 460  Exam 3  Example questions
ch 7.
! Design an abstract syntax tree for a linked list.
! Show a AST parse tree for the following code, 

if (x < 5) 
x + 1;

! Design an AST for an if statement.
! List three things that should be considered in the design of an efficient abstract syntax

tree.
! Create an Abstract Tree for a for the following C program:

while(z  != 1)
{

 if(z < 1) 
z++ ;

else
z--;

}
! Draw a syntax tree for an the follow statement:

if ( z > 100) {
z = 0;
while (z < 100) {

z++;
}

}
else {

z = 101;
}

! Construct a short LL(1) grammar and then a possible parse tree for it.
! Create the AST for the following code

for(x; x< 100; x++){
if(x < 40){

x = x + 2;
}
else{

y = y + 5;
}

}
! Draw a abstract syntax tree for a while loop
! Sketch the AST for a While Loop?
! Create an A.S.T for a while loop
! Create an Abstract Syntax Table for: 

i = 0; 
While ( i < 4)  {

printf("%d", i); 
i = i + 1; 

}
______________________________________________________________________________



! How is a semantic action incorporated into a compiler?
! What is the difference between abstract and concrete syntax trees? Give an example of

both.
! Operations that execute in concert with productions are called?
! What are the three things to take into account when making an Abstract Syntax Tree?
! Draw the AST to represent the code snippet (ignore the parenthesis and semi-colon)

If (X > Y)
Max = x;

Else
Max = y;

! Draw the abstract syntax tree for one of the following C statements: if/else, while, do
while, for, switch.

! Construct an LL(1) grammar for the language
1 Start ý Stmt $
2 Stmt ý id assign E
3 | if lparen E rparen Stmt else Stmt fi
4 | if lparen E rparen Stmt fi
5 | while lparen E rparen do Stmt od
6 | begin Stmts end
7 | repeat Stmts until lparem E rparen semi
8 Stmts ý Stmts semi Stmt
9 | Stmt
10 E ý E plus T
11 | T
12 T ý id
13 | int
14 | float

! What does a visitor pattern allow us to do in most object oriented languages?
! Neatly draw the Abstract Syntax Tree for the parse tree of:

if ( x == y )
then a = a * 7
else a = a + y

! If a bottom up parser is processing a syntax-directed translation, it will employ two
stacks.  Name these two stacks: [syntactic (aka parse) stack & semantic stack]

! How does the visitor pattern achieve double dispatch in a language that only supports
single dispatch, and how does reflection improve the pattern further?

! Construct an abstract syntax parse tree.
Use the grammar:

1 Start -> E $
2 E   -> E + T
3 -> T
4 T -> T * num
5 T -> num

Use the input:  42 + 16 * 6 $
! Using action symbols, why can an LR grammar only call a semantic routine after

applying it's production?
! What is the difference between concrete and abstract syntax trees?



! Discuss the differences between a Bottom-Up syntax directed translation to other
translation methods we have done.



ch 8.
! What issues should be considered when designing a symbol table?
! What is the declaration visitors of this following class?

class jobSearch(){
do{

getJob(job)
printf("The Job is %s", job)
while(job[] != null)

}
! Describe the difference between global scope and static scope.
! What are the two important goals to keep in mind during the design phase of visit

methods.
! Declare the level & scope in the following program (active and where from/what type):

a-> Int X,Y;
{

Int Y; 
Float Z;
b->
{

Float Y;
Int X;
c->

}
}
{

Int Z;
d->

}
! Draw the abstract syntax tree for Type Declarations
! Explain the purpose of a symbol table and different ways it can be implemented.
! What is printed out?

int fun()
{

int count = 0;
count++;
return count;

}
  

int main()
{

printf("%d ", fun());
printf("%d ", fun());
return 0;

}

! Determine the scope of the following variables



main{
a, b
fun1{

 c, d
}
fun2{

b, c
fun3{

a, d
}

  }
  c
}

! What is static scoping 
! How can you prevent a Binary Search tree from running in O(n) runtime?
! Determine the scope of each pointed to 

main() { 
int i, j, k; »

fun0() { 
  int i, l, m; »
}

fun_1() {
  fun0; »
}

}
_____________________________________________________________________________

! What is the static scope of an identifier?
! Describe at least two common visibility rules that define the interpretation of a name in

the presence of multiple scopes
! What are symbol references connected with through the symbol table?
! What is the benefit of proper use of scopes in programs?
! What are the 2 most common methods of matching input tokens to a symbol table and

why?
! Create a sequential symbol table for the following block of code. Include a symbol

number, symbol name, and attribute column. Attributes should consist of a symbol's type.
In the case of functions, indicate return type, then argument types in parentheses.

int isum(int,int);
float fsum(float,float);
int A;
{

int B,C
C = isum (A,B)

}
{



float B,C
C = fsum(A,B)

}

! While hash tables and binary search trees are often used, what are the advantages to using
balanced trees or ordered lists to create a symbol table? What are the disadvantages for
each?

! When using a balanced tree to store symbols, how is balancing performed so as to avoid
long computations? What worst-case scenario is avoided using a balanced tree?

! Explain the concept of Binary Search Trees with respect to the implementation of symbol
tables.

! What are the five ways of organizing the symbols in a symbol table?  [unordered list,
ordered list, binary search trees, balanced tree, & hash tables]

! How are class and structure declarations similar? How do they differ?
! Explain the difference between an ordered and unordered list.  Give an explanation as to

which structure would be most efficient with each type of list. (binary search tree & hash
table)

! Which collision resolution technique is considered most efficient, and why?
! What are the possible implementation methods for symbol tables?
! What are the fields in a symbol table entry and what do each of them mean?



ch 9.
! What is the purpose of the Semantics, Reachability, and Throws Visitors?
! What would the SemanticsVisitor class check in a program?
! Describe the function of the ThrowsVisitor.
! Draw the Abstract Syntax Tree for the following:
 while (a < 10)
 a=a+1; 
! Describe the Reachability and Terminates normally for each line of the following

program:
Int Test()
{

Int T;
T = 0;
T++;
Return t;
;
T = 10;
T = T + T;

}
! Draw the abstract syntax tree for a Try Statement
! Explain the semantic difference between "goto" and "break" or "continue" in languages

like Java
! Identify if each instruction is reachable and terminates normally

void test() {
int y;
int x;
x = x + y;
;
x++;
return;
y++;

}
! What is a ReachabilityVisitor and what two flags does it set
! For the following code identify (reachable and Terminate Normally) for each line 

Int function() {
Int i,j
I=12;
{

Int=i
I=10
J=i

}
Return(i*j);

}
! Create an A.S.T for a Switch Case.
! Briefly describe the ReachabilityVisitor and name a situation in which it is used
_____________________________________________________________________________



! What are the six rules for reachability and termination?
! In the following example tell whether each part is reachable or not and if it terminates

normally. Provide the rule that makes this possible.
Void program()

Int i ;
i++;
return;
;
I=5;

! Reachability is a variant of what famous problem?
! What is the importance of inheritance and overloading in semantic analysis of calls?
! Considering Java exceptions are typed, what is the difference between checked and

unchecked exceptions and the outcomes they can cause, using a Java try - catch. 
! Describe the reachability and termination of the statements in the following function.

Assume the function itself is reachable.
int doSomething() {

int num1, num2;
num1 = 0;
num2 = 3 + num1;
return;
;
num1 = num2;
num2 = -1;

}
! Describe what a semantics visitor, reachability visitor and throws visitor are, what flags

(if any) they set, and what they are used for.
! when performing semantic analysis of a C switch statement, what five things must be

done to ensure a meaningful switch statement is parsed?
! Draw an Abstract Syntax Tree representation of an automatic loop counter loop statement
! When evaluating the 'reachability and termination' of a statement undergoing semantic

analysis, is would be valuable to add what fields to the ASTs that represent statements
and statement lists?  [add two boolean fields: isReachable and terminatesNormally]

! Do functions terminate normally or abnormally? Why?
! Explain how to determine if something is reachable or if it will terminate normally.  Use

the example below in your explanation.
void example(){

int V;
V++;
return;
;
V = 10;
V = 20;

}
! Why is exception handling considered more difficult to manage than basic structures?
! What is the rule set for isReachable and terminatesNormally?
! Construct an abstract syntax tree for a for loop in c.



ch 10.

! Draw the instructions for JVM divide.
! Draw the structure that would allow you to transfer C++ code to C.
! Describe two of the challenges of Intermediate languages?
! Explain front-end, back-end, and middle-end in the context of compilers in terms of its

phases.
! What is an Intermediate Language, Give an example of an Intermediate Language?
! Organize these into two columns: Source Languages and their respective Intermediate

Languages:
Pascal, JVM, Ada, DIANA, Ada, P-code

! Examine the benefits and drawbacks to producing an intermediate representation instead
of machine code.

! What are some of the advantages of Java's bytecode compared to other types of IR code?
! What does Single Assignment mean in a program when it comes to names
! A class's __________ are present in every instance of that class. 
! Describe what an Intermediate Language is and give an example of a language that can

be used as one and why this language is appropriate as an Intermediate language.  
_____________________________________________________________________________

! What problem does an intermediate language solve for a collection of compilers?
! What is the middle-end of a compiler?
! What are the sections called that a JVM (Java Virtual Machine) class file is organized

into?
! What are the goals of Compactness and Safety of a Java Virtual Machine?
! AJVMclass file is organized into sections called  that contain various information about

the compiled class.
! Explain some of the benefits of middle-end components and intermediate languages in a

compiler.
! Explain what the semantic gap is and give an example of the two languages on either side

of the gap.
! Java's JVM instructions are nearly zero-address, as opposed to pure zero address form.

Explain Why the JVM avoids this.
! Explain the concept of "middle-end".
! Name one advantage to creating an Intermediate Language (IL) when compiling code. 

[using an IL will limit the number of front-end to back-end compilations that need to be
defined for instance if a compiler is to handle 3 different source languages and support 3
different target architectures, then 9 compilers may be needed (s x t). Whereas if you add
in an IL then only 6 compilers may be needed (s+t)]

! How do Intermediate Languages reduce the cost and complexity of compilers?
! Describe some features that enable a JVM to execute "safely".
! What are advantages and disadvantages of using an intermediate representation, rather

than generating code directly?
! In the JVM, how is integer arithmetic performed?
! Construct the SSA form of the following code

if d
then d ² 0
else d ² 5



² d+ 1
² d - 2



ch 11.
! What does it mean when a visitor is value-oriented?
! Briefly describe one of the primary visitors discussed in chapter 11.
! Define the following visitors and their tasks in terms of code generation:

a. TopVisitor
b. MethodBodyVisitor
c. LHSVisitor
d. SignatureVisitor

! What are the Responsibilities of the Top, Method, LHS, and Signature Visitors?
! What does the MethodBodyVisitor handle?
! Explain the visitor methods role in generating code output.
! What are each of these visitors responsible for?

Top Visitor
MethodBodyVisitor
LHSVisitor
SignatureVisitor

! What is the topVisitor responsible for in the java virtual machine
! ________ generates code for the constructs found within a method. 
! Describe the MethodBodyVisitor and give an example to a situation where it would be

used
_____________________________________________________________________________

! What are the four visitors for code generation? What is the responsibility of each?
! What are the 4 visitors and what do they do?
! What "Visitor" generates code for the constructs found within a method?
! What are the four visitors used in the code generating phase of a virtual machine and

what do they do?
! A simple form of data flow analysis can determine the maximum stack depth for a

method. What factors need to be considered when determining a stack size to reserve?
! Name the three basic forms of visitor methods and briefly describe their function.
! Why is virtual machine code easier to generate when compared to machine code?
! Explain why a separate LHSVisitor is needed to act on nodes of the AST.
! List the for Visitors used for code generation.
! Code generation often employs the visitor pattern, which allows methods to be

dispatched based upon which two criteria?  [runtime type of the visited node & the type
of visitor]

! What 4 things must be included when generating code for a class declaration?
! Describe a LHSVisitor.  Use an example to help show your understanding.
! What are the reasons for an abstract syntax being designed in the way that it is? How is

the design useful to the way code is generally structured?
! What are the types of visitors and what do they process?
! are 4 parts to a method declaration. What are they and briefly describe what they do



ch 12.

! Discuss the pros and cons for best fit, first fit, and next fit.
! What kind of memory allocation is needed for Recursive functions?
! Why are static arrays much easier to keep track of than dynamic arrays?
! Describe an advantage of having segregated free space lists instead of only one free space

list.
! Describe the Best fit, First fit, and Next fit heap allocation techniques
! What is the general formula to compute the address of of field within a class or a struct?
! What is the difference between the stack and heap during runtime?
! What is the formula for calculating the size of a one dimensional array? 

Size(array) = NumberofElements * size(Element)
! What is the formula for finding the address of an array that starts at zero
! Describe the pros and cons of Best fit, First fit, and Next fit?
! How to determine the address of a non-zero based index? 
! In C++, when an object is created, where in memory is it stored? The stack of heap? 

How do you get the object on the stack? And the Heap? 
______________________________________________________________________________

! How does the runtime stack track the top frame if other information other than frames
can be placed on the stack?

! What frame or frames does q have access to in the following example? Explain why.
int p(int a){

int q(int b){
if (b < 0)

q(-b);
else return a+b;
}
return q(-10);

}

! What kind of arrays can be expanded as needed by a program?
! What order are arrays in C and C++ ordered in? what is the alternative to this order and

what language is it used in?
! Compare and contrast a dynamic array with the flex array. 
! Describe the basic function of static and stack allocation. What are the advantages of

using stack allocation over static allocation?
! Dynamic data requires heap allocation. Please explain what heal allocation is and the

advantages that it provides.
! When considering how to implement memory allocation, how are available memory

blocks made available and maintained?
! What are the two types of runtime data space allocation methods?
! Which type of stack allocation is best suited for program code and why?  [static

allocation because it creates the fixed runtime addresses necessary for branch and call
instructions. Also, since control flow within a program is difficult to predict, the fixed
addressing accommodates any execution order]

! When calling a class method, how is local and object-level data accessed?
! An array is declared, array[3][6][12], at address 512.  What is the address of



array[a][b][c] in row-major order AND in column-major order?
! What are some situations in which deallocation may not be necessary?
! What are the methods of heap allocation? Discuss them.
! Describe what memory deallocation is and what happens if not performed. What are

some basic ways to handle deallocation?




